Identify the schedule of reinforcement (FR, VR, FI, VI)

1. Frequent flyer program: getting a free flight after accumulating x number of flight miles.
   - Fixed ratio

2. Fly fishing
   - Variable ratio

3. Receiving a good grade for reading x number of chapters of the book
   - Fixed ratio

4. Athlete signs contract whereby his salary increases are renegotiated every three years.
   - Fixed interval

5. Playing Bingo
   - Variable ratio

6. Waiting for a taxi cab.
   - Variable interval

7. Going up a staircase, you must go up the same number of stairs to get to the landing
   - Fixed ratio

8. Selling Girl Scout cookies door to door
   - Variable ratio

9. Random drug testing
   - Variable interval

10. Speed traps on highway
    - Variable interval

11. Individuals collect bottles, cans, and other recyclables get payment for a specific amount of these items
    - Fixed ratio

12. Number of “throws” to get a strike in bowling
    - Variable ratio

13. Getting clean clothes from the washing machine once the cycle is finished
    - Fixed interval

14. Fishing
    - Variable interval

15. Signaling while hitchhiking
    - Variable ratio

16. Doing 20 sit-ups to keep fit
    - Fixed ratio
Identify the type of reinforcement or punishment

1. A child gets his toys taken away for fighting with his sister
   - Negative punishment

2. Daydreaming or doodling in a boring class
   - Negative reinforcement

3. A toddler is given a cookie after saying “please”
   - Positive reinforcement

4. Cleaning the house to get rid of a mess
   - Negative reinforcement

5. One person in a relationship stops talking to the other in response to a behavior
   - Negative punishment

6. An student is yelled at by a teacher for being late
   - Positive punishment

7. An student who is disruptive can no longer listen to music during work time
   - Negative punishment

8. Watching your favorite TV show after doing all of your homework
   - Positive reinforcement

9. Spanking a child
   - Positive punishment

10. Scratching an itchy insect bite
    - Negative reinforcement

11. Getting a speeding ticket for speeding
    - Positive punishment

12. Taking vitamins to avoid getting sick
    - Negative reinforcement

13. Yelling at a dog who jumps up on your neighbor
    - Positive punishment

14. Getting a candy bar after putting money into a vending machine
    - Positive reinforcement

15. Getting nauseous after eating rotten food
    - Positive punishment

16. A dolphin trainer walks away with the fish bucket when a dolphin gets aggressive
    - Negative punishment

17. Getting praise after singing karaoke
    - Positive reinforcement

18. One person in a relationship stops talking to the other in response to a behavior
    - Negative punishment